
Does kumquat size affect how sweet they taste?



Question & Purpose

Do different sizes of kumquats affect  the sweetness ?

1. The problem I am trying to find out with this experiment is if the size of kumquats determines how sweet they 
are.  In this experiment, I will find 7 small kumquats and 7 large kumquats to test if the size makes a difference 
in the sweetness of each kumquat.

2. I want to do this experiment because my mom and i bake a lot with kumquats and if i find out what size is 
sweeter than that could make our kumquat recipes sweeter.

3.  The information gained from this experiment will help other people by making their baking sweeter if they bake 
with kumquats. 



Research
Big kumquat 1 10.0 cm 13.06 g
Small kumquat 1 7.6 cm  9.06 g

Big kumquat 2 9.2 cm 13.0 g
Small kumquat 2 7.5 cm 6.0 g

Big kumquat 3 9.0 cm 11.0 g
Small kumquat 3                                           7.1 cm 6.0 g

Big kumquat 4 9.2 cm 13.0 g
Small kumquat 4 7.1cm 5.0 g

Big kumquat 5 9.2 cm 12.0 g
Small kumquat 5 7.1 cm 6.0 g

Big kumquat 6 8.5 cm 9.0 g
Small kumquat 6 6.5cm 4.0 g

Big kumquat 7 8.4 cm 7.0 g
Small kumquat 7 6.3 cm 3.0 g

Kumquat circumference  in centimeters and kumquat weight in grams



Hypothesis
If I test the sizes of various kumquats to determine which size is sweeter, then i expect the bigger 
kumquats to be sweeter.

I base my hypothesis on articles I have read about kumquats. I have also eaten kumquats from a 
bush in my backyard for many years and my experience is that the bigger kumquats are sweeter. 
Lastly, when I eat other fruit, like blueberries, I also find the bigger ones to be sweeter. I would think it 
would be the same thing with kumquats because they are both fruit.



Variables

Independent variable: the size of the kumquat
Dependent variable: the sweetness of the kumquat



Materials
7 Small kumquats
7 Large kumquats
1 Metric ruler 
1 String at least 12   cm long
1 Food scale that measures grams 
1 Plastic container to hold kumquats while weighing
1 Pair of scissors
7 Glasses of water
1 Pencil or pen to record measurements/findings
1 Notebook to record measurements/findings
Camera to take pictures of the kumquats



Procedure
1.First get a small glass
2 Fill your glass with  water ( enough to rinse your mouth out )
3. Get your small kumquat and start chewing it , until finished. Swallow kumquat.
4. Rinse your mouth out with water and then spit it out
5.Get your large kumquat and start chewing it, until finished. Swallow kumquat.
6. Rinse your mouth out with water again
7.Tell me your result of which kumquat you feel is sweeter
8. Record result in notebook



Results

Trial / Person 1 Kumquat reported to be sweetest 
( large vs  small)

1 Smaller is sweeter

2 Smaller is sweeter

3 Smaller is sweeter

4 Bigger is sweeter

5 Bigger is sweeter

6 Bigger is sweeter

7 Smaller is sweeter



Results
Small kumquat reported to be sweeter 4 times.
Large kumquat reported to be sweeter 3 times.



Conclusion
1. My hypothesis was proven incorrect

I predicted that the bigger kumquat would sweeter  and it did not actually happen.

2. This happened because the smaller kumquats were on the outside of the kumquat bush and 
were getting sunlight and the big ones were on the middle of the bush not getting as much 
sunlight.

3. Factors that may have caused this outcome are how much sunlight the kumquats got,how 
much water they got and how old they are.

4. I could further test this project by watering the kumquats myself and stop all the water that's
 not from me by putting a glass shield over it. 

5. Real world uses for this information include, people using kumquat recipes and tweaking them 
by using smaller kumquats. 
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